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Hi Betty,

If possible, could you please attach the following to the aeenda for April 2nd Civic V/orks Committee?
Regarding item 3l Water Conservation and the Future of Water and'Wastewater Rates.

The said delegation, completely omits current and future costs of water fluoridation and its effects on the water
infrastructure. A crude estimate provided by Dan Huggins of the city's water department states the current cost
to be around $133,000/year, given the short fall in the water budget this cost should be more rigorously
calculated as it appears to primarily be only a rudimentary estimate. The estimate does not seem to attempt to
include the much more significant costs that take into account the capital and damage to the infrastructure from
the corrosive nature of Hydrofluorosilcic acid (HFSA) used to fluoridate the water. Further the following costs
are also missing:

Price per ton of pH adjustment chemicals e.g., sodium hydroxide

WHMIS training (Worþlace Hazardous Materials Information System

Costs of protective gear

Price per ton of fluorosilicates for 2011. Costs are climbing quickly. 2009 costs where used in the City's crude
estimate.

Given the above concems it is instructive to make a cost comparison with other jurisdictions:

For example in Quebec the fluoridation cost is taken up by the government. Via the FOI (Freedom of
Information) the cost for the program in the last five years is shown below. These are official data rounded off:

The average cost in the last 5 years: $4,000,000 per year

Population served (total): 200,000 (this is smaller than that of London's as only 3% of Quebec is fluoridated)

Cost by person :820lyear*

Cost by person for 60 years $1,200

*This is a far cry fonn the 38 cents per person/year that is indicated in the Dan Huggins' estimate which does
not include a serious look at capital and other costs mentioned above.

The PQ FOI is only available in French. Please let me know if this would be helpful to recalculate the real costs
in London and I will try to obtain it.
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Another interesting comparison is that of Calgary, who after a serious look at the costs concluded that it was
costing the city far more than they had expected.

In Calgary $750,000 was the annual cost of operating the fluoridation system, this to does not include Capital
and upgrades etc. and is more like what was done in London only more rigorously. 'While this may not be a
direct comparison and is based on the Calgary's population of 1.2 million vs roughly 0.4 million of London.
From this comparison a cost of $187,000 is more realistic than the crude London estimate of $133,000.

Here is what the Calgary motion (extracted from the attached) on fluoride states:

"rqND WHEREAS adding fluoride is an unnecessary expense, since it is not required to produce
potable water, and only a fraction of potable water is consumed as drinking water;

AND V/HEREAS the operating cost of fluoride is $750,000 annually and the estimated capital
costs of required upgrades to the Bearspaw and Glenmore fluoride systems is up to $6 million;"

Similar conclusions have been reached in other jurisdictions in Ontario i.e. Thunderbay,Dyden among others.

Also attached is the following comprehensive paper on costs to help the city to arrive at the real costs on water
fluoridation:

Costs of Artificial S/ater Fluoridation (This link is public domain** and can be attached as per the authors note
below)

Even at the ridiculously low cost of 38 cents/customer/year for water fluoridation estimated by the city's water
deparfrnent, the "Average Revenue Shortfall per customer ($8.50)", shown on page 1 of the said report, could
have significantly been reduced in an year over year scenario, not to mention the escalating going forward costs,
more accurate estimates could literally wipe out this short fall and even put the city in the black.

Given that the cost of adding HFSA is spurious at best as it does not confübute anything to the city's mandate
for water treatment - this should clearly be the fust place to start to reduce the current and future deficits.
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You have my permission to use or distribute any of my copyrighted brochures.

Carole Clinch
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